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Abstract 
This paper describes a strategy for the conversation system to 
take part in human-to-human group conversation. One big 
characteristic of the group conversation system is that it can 
choose whether to observe or to take turn in the conversation. 
We implement the computational model combined with 
speech and gaze recognizers to keep the rules in turn taking, 
and define an interruption decision strategy based on an 
analysis of human needs. And finally, we realized a human-
friendly group conversation system by combining multi-
modal information processing/expression abilities of 
humanoid robot ROBITA. 

1. Introduction 
We often make conversation in a group.  Group conversation 
is a very important style of human communication, because 
we often make decisions or get ideas through information 
exchanges with a group of humans (e.g. meeting, conference, 
council, party etc.). Therefore, the system performing group 
conversation (we will call this “Group conversation system”) 
is expected to have many new advantages, if it is realized. 
However, almost of all conventional systems deal with only 
dyadic conversation (dialogue). Realization of the group 
conversation system is eagerly expected. 

Aiming at this point, in the previous paper, we proposed a 
humanoid robot ROBITA performing the preliminary level 
of group conversation by utilizing multi-modal information 
accepting and expression abilities. The system can understand 
the information flow to follow the conversation: who is 
speaking, to whom he is speaking. The robot can distinguish 
the questions for him from those for the other parties, and he 
can correctly reply only to the question for him. This 
information flow detection problem is one of the big new 
problems to be solved in the group conversation system [11]. 
However, this solution is not enough to realize the natural 
group conversation. 

Main research issues of the group conversation still 
remaining are as follows. The system has to decide its role 
in each conversational situation: it may select whether to 
observe the user-to-user conversation or to take turn in the 
conversation. The system has to appeal his presence as a 
cooperative participant (even if he is observing the 
conversation of other parties): the system must have strategy 
to get opportunities to be a speaker in a proper timing. In this 
paper, we present strategic models for these problems and 
improve the quality of our group conversation system 
ROBITA. 

How a speaker determines among plural participants are 
called “Turn-taking problem” and human dynamics in turn 
taking is known to divide into several levels [3]. In this paper, 

we use the term “micro level” as a local dynamics of the 
conversation (e.g. adjacency pair, exchange, turn), and the 
term “macro level” for a global [social] dynamics of the 
conversation (e.g. attitude, motivation, contribution). 

Concerning micro level turn taking, Sacks et al. and 
Argyle and Cook have represented simple rules of turn taking 
between human [4][5]. We will implement these rules using 
appearance of the talk (such as, where the speech is directed, 
asked or answered, how long is the silence etc.), and the 
system will use these clues to decide when it can take a turn. 

Concerning macro level turn taking, those problems are 
well discussed in the area of social science [2]. We will 
analyze a macro level turn taking strategy suit for an 
information providing application and apply it to the 
conversation system. And finally make the system itself 
decide whether to take turn in the conversation. 

Aim of this study is to model out those rules in turn taking, 
devise a strategy to join to the conversation actively and 
naturally and apply it to the conversation system by 
combining several recognizers.  In the following sections, we 
will analyze the characteristics of group conversation and 
make clear the model and strategy required for the group 
conversation system. And finally we implement those 
functions on our humanoid robot ROBITA (Real-world 
Oriented Bimodal Talking Agent: Fig.1) and realize a natural 
human-friendly group conversation system. 

2. What is group conversation? 
2.1. Characters of Group Conversation 
When we think about the multi-user-faced terminal, we have 
to consider from whom the message uttered and to whom the 
message sent. Without “from whom” information, the system 
might answer to a wrong user. Without “to whom” 
information, the system might answer to the request which is 

 

Fig.1 Overview of the conversation robot: 
ROBITA. DOF (Degree of freedom) on each eye 

can be used to express its gaze, as well as 
retrieving visual information. 
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not directed to the system. We will call this problem “who to 
whom” problem and the problems are discussed in precede 
work [11]. 

One big characteristic of the group conversation is that, 
the participant can choose whether to observe or to take part 
in the conversation: the conversation will proceed between 
other participants even if he [she] did not take a 
turn. Observation of conversation itself gives useful 
information to the participant, but if he wants exact 
information that he interested in or wants to give opinion to 
the topic, he has to take part in the conversation immediately. 
But on the other hand, participate to the conversation without 
consideration might become obstruction to the 
talk.  Moreover, obstructive participant might leave out from 
the talk. 

From above reasons, participant in the conversation have 
to understand the talk carried out between the other users, and 
approach to the talk keeping rules in mind. Modeling of turn 
taking and strategy to participate will be discussed in the 
following section. 

2.2. Modeling Group Conversation 

2.2.1. Term Definition: Parts of the Participants 
We will call the participant who is speaking with a right to 
speak as a "Turn-holder" or "Speaker". "To speak with a right 
to speak,” means to speak as a sender of messages. Back 
channeling (simple and short utterances expressing 
acceptance) is excluded in this sense. "Primary receiver" is a 
participant who got attention of the turn-holder at the 
occasion of his utterance.  We call the pair of the turn-holder 
and the primary listener: "Parties concerned". We call the 
voice exchange between them: "Dialogue". "Observers" (or 
"Secondary receivers") are participants who observe the 
dialogue of the parties concerned, on the assumption that 
some time be parties concerned. Focusee, primary receiver 
and observer (secondary receiver) consists conversational 
participants. We use the term "Conversational situation" to 
express the parts of every participants.  Figure 2 shows the 
sketch of parts and relationships of the participants. 

2.2.2. Modeling Micro level Turn-Taking 
Problems concerning micro level turn taking, Sacks et al. and 
Argyle and Cook have represent the simple rules concerning 
turn taking between human [4][5]. From their rule: a) If the 
current speaker (“C”) selects next (“N”), “N” will get the right 
to speak. b) If “C” don’t use rule a), anyone except for “C” 

can make himself as a speaker (self-selection), and first 
participant who open his mouse will get the right to speak. c) 
If “C” don’t use rule a) and other don’t use rule b), “C” can 
proceed to talk. 

Selection of next speaker in rule a) is highly depends on 
where the gaze is directed in face-to-face conversation [roel]. 
We will use the gaze direction recognition result at end of the 
speech to decide who is selected, because there are several 
reports indicating human gaze tends to be stable and squarely 
look at the direction of the receiver at the end of speech [6][7]. 
We will assume the receiver selection process by current 
speaker is applied while he is speaking, because human gaze 
tends to be unstable while he is speaking and it makes 
incompatible if we assume that the selection process is 
applied before the speech. 

Release of rule a) in rule b) and c), can detect from 
vacancy of the talk. Human is known to continue utterance if 
he has intention to keep a turn (he tends to use filler utterance 
even if he has nothing to talk), and a silence means release of 
the turn [9][10]. 

We implemented above function using several recognizers 
(described in section 3.3). Problems concerning decision of 
self-selection (see rule b)) is described in next section. 

2.3. Defining Macro level Strategy for the System 

2.3.1. Contribution to and Acquisition from the Talk 
First of all, the participant is not necessary to become a 
focusee. He should not take a turn and quietly observe the 
conversation while he knows nothing about the topic. But he 
should become a focusee and contribute to the talk, if he has 
enough knowledge or strong opinion about the conversation. 

Advantage of focusee compared to primary receiver is that 
he can speak what he wants. Advantage of primary receiver 
compared to observers is that he can guide the focusee to the 
topic what he wants. Advantage of observers compared to 
parties concerned is that they can acquire the information 
from the dialog between focusee and primary receiver without 
taking part in the conversation. 

The participant can choose whether to observe or to take 
part in the conversation of his free will. From the point of 
view of conversation system design, these decision strategies 
can be defined freely in this sense. We will discuss about the 
macro level strategy suit for the system in the following 
section. 

2.3.2. Contribution from Artificial being to Human being 
Artificial being has following advantages [disadvantages] 
compared to human being. Intellect: exact and huge capacity 
of memory, Calmness: calm judgment in any situation, and 
Diligence. Participant in the conversation can have character 
in each, and we believe “being artificial” can be one of the 
characters. If the conversation system is carefully designed to 
support the human, human participant can receive benefit 
from these characters of artificial being. 

Artificial being can contribute to the conversation by 
following means. Arouse the conversation (e.g. decrease 
vacancy by providing a topic, arouse user's interest by 
intellectual support, agitate the conversation). Support the 
decision (e.g. provide intellectual support, point out mistake, 
encourage their opinion). Observe the conversation (e.g. 
minute down the conversation, collect information, create 
user-model, learn human manner). 

Focusee

What can 
you ...

Primary receiverParties concerned

Observers

 

Fig.2 Parts of participants in the conversation. 
Participants can divide into 2 groups, one is 

“parties concerned” and another is “observers”. 
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In the system we implemented, it aimed to arouse and 
support the human-to-human conversation by providing 
additional information about the topic. Conversation topic is 
selected from Japanese most popular sports game: “Baseball”. 
Character of the system is defined to be eager spectator of 
professional baseball game. Task is set to provide information 
about the baseball game to the user. The system is familiar to 
the game result, but impartial about each team (It defined to 
be a gentle information servant for human). 

2.3.3. Avoid Interference to Human 
Grice has proposed cooperative principle of conversation and 
pointed out several maxims [8]. In addition to it, following 
factors will make the system interference to human and 
should be avoided carefully in implementation of the system: 
information processing factor (e.g. mistake in recognition, 
analysis, knowledge), modeling factor (e.g. mistake in turn-
taking, intrusive interruption, unwelcome response), and 
social factor (e.g. social expectation for artificial being: 
displease artificial being to give opinion to human). 

From information processing aspect, the system should 
interrupt to the human-to-human conversation only when 
recognition results are certain. From the modeling aspect, the 
system should interrupt only when the conversational 
situation is simple enough to analyze. From the social aspect, 
the system should care not to shock at human by regardless 
representation. 

In the system we implemented, syntax analysis module 
will construct a meaning tree by picking up plausible syntax 
rule from given rules (see section 3.4) and do not interrupt, if 
there is no plausible rule fit to the input sentence. It will 
interrupt to the talk only when result of the baseball game told 
by other participants contains the wrong information. 
Interruption is limited to the topic concerning result of the 
game, because other speech (such as, giving opinion) might 
interfere human in social factor (the game result is secure in 
this sense, because it is unchangeable after the game). 

3. Organization of the System 
3.1. Hardware and Computer Network 
The robot has two compact color CCD cameras on its head 
and 2 DOF for each of the camera. These cameras are used to 
express its attention as well as to capture the image. The head 
has 2 DOF on the bottom of it (namely neck part). Two 
microphones are mounted on the both sides of the 
head.  Under the body it has 1 DOF for waist, and wheels to 
move around. These redundant joints can be utilized for 
several expression of its internal state. In case that the robot 
squarely looks at a person, the robot can express his will to 
give the turn to him. While, in case that the robot gives a side-
glance to a person, the robot expresses his temporal interest to 
the user. These visual expressions can be used not only to 
enhance the expression by speech, but also to provide 
awareness beside the parties concerned without a disturbance 
of utterance. 

We installed two computers on the robot and 7 
workstations on the outside of the robot. All workstations and 
the robot are connected through Ethernet network. 

3.2. System Architecture 
The system needs to process several information for several 
use. For example, the system needs to recognize less update 

frequent information such as the contents of speech uttered by 
the user to dialog with the user, while give gaze to the user 
using hi-frequent visual feedback. 

Each information processing components on the system, 
are working asynchronously on distributed processors. Each 
component writes its information to shared-memory located 
on the central of the system (called “black board”). Black 
board contains the latest time-stamped information and that 
information can be used at the moment it requires. 

3.3. Audio Visual Processing 
System can recognize continuously uttered Japanese 
sentences. The HMM based frame synchronous decoder 
constructs the recognizer. Typical dialog is collected from 
recording tape of human-to-human unrestricted conversation 
concerning baseball games, and vocabulary for speech 
recognizer is selected to cover the dialog. As a result, 
vocabulary size is about 1000. 

For face recognition, feature vectors of the face region are 
extracted using eigenface method. These features are applied 
to the Bayesian classifier and person identification and face 
direction identification are performed. The category number 
of the face recognition is 12 (people in our laboratory). The 
resolution of the face direction recognition is 30 degree. 

3.4. Dialoging 
The knowledge database about the baseball game results are 
collected from web pages automatically. The database updates 
each evenings, so that it holds the up-to-date game result 
information. Element of the database includes scoreboard, 
name of the pitcher, batting order and batting result of each 
players. 

Recognized sentence will apply to syntax analysis. Syntax 
analysis is based on HPSG. Syntax analysis module will 
check the constraints between the words in sentence and 
construct a meaning expression by picking up plausible 
phrase. By using this method, robot can understand and 
answer about 70 kinds of topics about baseball result. The 
syntax constraints we gave are depicted in list 1. 

If the meaning expression is construct to be a question, 
the system will send queries to the game result database and 
prepare answer knowledge. Subsequent to it, if the question is 
toward the system, it will generate answer sentence from 
prepared knowledge using given templates, and utter the 
answer. If the question is not toward the system, it will store 
the prepared knowledge in a buffer and wait for a response of 
the primary receiver. If the meaning expression is constructed 
to be answer and it is not toward the system, it will compare 

List 1. A part of constraints given to syntax analysis 
module. Rules are written in HPSG format. 

Predicates 
katsu[subcat{n[sbj,ga]:x, n[obj,ni]:y}] : 

win(x,y) 
ustu[subcat{n[sbj,ga]:x, n[obj,wo]:y}] : 

hit(x,y) 
… 

Nouns 
Giants[head[pos n]] : Giants 
Hiroshima [head[pos n]] : Hiroshima 
… 

Postpositional particle 
ga [head [pos n, case]gasubcat{n:x}] : x 
ni[ head[pos n, case ni]subcat{n:x}] : x 
… 
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the knowledge contained in the expression to previously 
stored knowledge and utter the correct answer if there is 
incompatible information. If the analyzed result does not fit to 
the above rules, the system will utter a randomly selected 
back-channel utterance (such as “Hum…” “Ha!” etc), if the 
user speech is directed to the system, quietly observe the talk, 
if the speech is directed to the other. 

4. Behavior of the System 
In this section, we introduce the behavior of the robot. Figure 
3 shows the example behavior of the robot. 

5. Discussion 
There are many problems leave to future works. One is 
ignorance of the system when it acting as a focusee. It should 
select a primary receiver from observers by perceiving 
observer’s awareness about the topic. Stress of the observer 
might decreased by selecting suitable observer to be a primary 
receiver. Furthermore, it should permit observer to become a 
focusee and reconcile to receive his opinion, if interrupted. 

One is limit of the number of the participants. Number of 
the participant is limited to 3 (including the system) in present 
system. If the number is increased to 4, there exist two 
observers in the conversation. Modeling of observer's 
attention affected from other observer's attention should be 
considered. 

One is robustness of the system. Also, we used stochastic 
models for recognizers and context free algorism for syntax 
analyzer, but still, miss recognition is unavoidable. At the 
experiment, miss recognition is not fatal to the proceeding of 
the conversation, because the user can avoid to other 
participant if the system makes a mistake response. 
Improvement of correct rate of each recognizer is properly 
needed, but also restoring strategy is important to improve the 
robustness of the system. 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we clarified the characteristics of the group 
conversation and introduced our multi-modal robot designed 
for the group conversation. 

We implement the computational approach combined 
with several recognizers to keep the micro level rules in turn 
taking, and define an interruption decision strategy based on 
analysis of the human needs. 
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B:What team played with
Giants?>A
[m0<=play(Giants,x)?]

R:(understand)>B
[buffer<=query(m0)]

R:(interest)>A
A:The Giants played the

Hiroshima.>B
[m1<=play(Giants,Hiroshima)]

R:(agree)>A
[compatible(butter,m1)]

R:(interest)>B
B:Did Giants win?>A

[m2<=win(Giants,Hiroshima)?]
R:(understand)>B

[buffer<=query(m2)]

R:(interest)>A
A:Yes, of course.>B

[m3<=yes]

R:(disagree)
[!compatible(buffer,m3)]

No, Giants lose.>A
[utter(buffer)]

A:(interest)>R
B:(interest)>R
A:Is that really?>R

[m4<=right?]
R:Yes, Giants lose by 2 to 4.>A
[utter(query(m4))]

 
Fig 3. Example behavior of the system: participating 
conversation as an observer. The system knows its 
act as an observer by recognizing the gaze of the 

users. 


